MUSIC 320e
Self-Paced Coursework, Projects, and/or Research in Music/Audio Signal Processing

Julius Smith (jos at ccrma)

Overview

Music 320e is for independent coursework, projects, and/or research in music/audio applications of signal processing.

• Like Music 220d for signal processing, building on Music 320

• Also a vehicle for taking Past CCRMA Signal-Processing Courses listed on the JOS Home Page (Music 320A, 320B, 420A, 421A, and 320c) in an online, self-paced format, watching prerecorded lectures, studying assigned reading, completing theory problems and lab assignments, comparing solutions, and discussing with JOS as needed.

• Students are encouraged to work in groups!

• Units: 1 to 10 — Plan to devote approximately 3 hours per week per unit, on average.

• When: Aut, Win, Spr Quarters